Capacity Building on T & I development and design for GO in LAOS

T-VONGXAY, ESQAC, MoES
Why was Capacity Development ??

• ESQAC & RIES staff are from different areas or majors (background)
• Not much experience
• Quantity rather than Quality
• Base on practical rather than theory
• Base on personal Ideas rather than learners’ profiles
Key issues on the Workshop

• Introduction to Modern Assessment Theory: A basis for all assessments
• Developing quality assessment items
  Principles of assessment: Validity vs Reliability
• Analysing test items using Classical Test Theory
• Developing quality assessment items
• Develop rubrics for assessing non-cognitive skills
• The importance of national/international assessments for teaching and learning
How active they were?
Useful Workshop

- Never have this the workshop like this
- Gain new experience
- Interested by many different parts or department of MoEs
- Chance to share and care to be fare for learners
- Theories to rely and base on
- See the clearer model or picture of Multiple choice questions
- The important of National and International assessment for T&L
Theory into practice

• Reporting to the vice-minister of MoEs
• More focus and attention on Testing and Evaluation
  - Internal workshop for all ESQAC on..
  - Apply on developing the Test items (MQ) for teacher placement
  - Online testing website: www.laolypic.gov.la
Theory to practice
Next steps

• Will add National Examination as one more component on KIP (Key Performance Indicator) next January 2017

• Will cooperate and get support from Vietnam Government to have PISA in Laos early 2017

• Editing and complete the laolyptic Website

• Ask more support from UNESCO BKK to train more on practise-trail or piloting
Big Thanks to UNESCOO BKK
Thank You

UNESCO BKK and everyone here